<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check-ins @ Our Pro Shop</td>
<td>135,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants in Group Exercise Classes</td>
<td>88888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 at a glance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours of Inservice completed by ECC Staff</td>
<td>14,851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosher Meals on Wheels Delivered</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOSHER MEALS ON WHEELS DELIVERED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seventy four Stingrays Swim Team</td>
<td>1,215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours of Jewish Learning Led by Morah Tracey</td>
<td>175+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog treats eaten during Canine Connections</td>
<td>200+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seventy Two Hundred Twenty Eight Challah</td>
<td>1,800+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loaves of Challah Served for ECC Shabbat</td>
<td>1,086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passover for All Bags Donated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over Six Hundred People Celebrated Hanukkah</td>
<td>23,523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At Light Up The Night</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixteen Hundred Markers Used to Create Masterpieces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Our ECC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admit One</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tickets Sold for ACT Plays</td>
<td>1,350+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic Bottles Saved with our Hydration Station</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This information reflects the actual operating results for the fiscal year ending 12/31/15.
GENERATION TO GENERATION SOCIETY

These generous individuals and families represent two extremely important groups of St. Paul JCC donors: those who have made provisions in their will for the St. Paul JCC or named the JCC as the beneficiary of a deferred gift, and those who have made a substantial contribution during their lifetime to a St. Paul JCC Endowment Fund. We thank these individuals for ensuring that the JCC continues to offer quality programs and services for generations to come.

Anonymous
Alvin & Bonnie Abrahamson
Nedra Abramson
Norman & Kim Abramson
Sandra & Edward Abramson
Idel Adelson
David & Barbara Adelson
Jean Adelson
Betsy Agronof
Kenneth & Tracey Agronof
Mark Agronof
Sandra Alts
Ariene & Murray Appelbaum
Frances M. Applebaum
Harry Applebaum
Harold Arenson
Steven & Stephanie Farsht
Seymour* & Betty Falk
Ronald & Phyllis Ettinger
Shirley Dworsky*
Anthony Desnick
Haddie Derechin
Dori Denelle
Larry Cohen & Kathi Donnelly Cohen
Claire Cohen*
Martin* & Esther Capp
Susan Calmenson
Robyn Calmenson*
Cal* & Beverly* Calmenson
Ben* & Vivian* Calmenson
Ben* & Nancy Calmenson
Elinor Brodie*
Jack Bulwa*
Ray & Rita* Butwin
Bent & Vivian* Calmenson
Marilyn Smith
Edith Naomi Smith
George* & Amy* Sitkoff
Wilken
Rose Siegel Bernstein*
Samuel* & Sarah* Bernstein
Herman J. Birnbarg
Ceil Birnbarg
Gary & Susan Bloom
Tim & Carole Bloom
Harvey & Joan Bream
Howard* & Eileen Bream
Arnold & Judy Brier
David and Sheila Brier
Harold Arenson
Sandra Alch*
Kenneth & Tracey Agranoff
Jean Adelson
David & Barbara Adelson
Sandra & Edward Abramson
Norm & Ethel Smith
Richard & Diane Smookler
David Stein+
Douglas Stone & Ann Marie Conroy
Frederick & Rita Stone
GREG & Laura Stone
Lee Strauss*
Stanley* & Zeldi Straus
Morgan & Marilyn Tamsky
Jeffrey & Katherine Tane
Arthur* & Doris Tilsen
Robert & Sandy Tilsen
Cathy Tobias
Sharon Farsh Tororod
Esther Tucker*
Sam & Eva* Unovich
Debbie Verteney
Jerry Waldman & Judi Belzer
Michael & Erin Waldman
Hillard & Helene Ward
Jeff & Trace Ward, Scott*, Zachary & Brett Ward
Daro Weinberger*
Leon* & Felicia Weinergaden
Sharon* & Jack* Weiss
Oliver Wolfman*
Jean Wilson
Lawrence & Honey Zelle
Edith Zidel
Marsha Zimmermann
Patrick, Peter, and Max Zimmerman
*of blessed memory

GIVE TO THE MAX CAMPAIGN RAISED
$4,000 IN ONE DAY

200+ GUESTS AT OUR SUMMER SOIREE RAISED
$31,200

FORE! THE KIDS GOLF & GAMES BENEFIT RAISED
$34,000

$177,000+ GIVEN IN SCHOLARSHIPS FOR MEMBERSHIP, CAMP, AND CHILD CARE

$179,930 WELCOME DESK SCANS
5,180 MEMBERS
21+ LANGUAGES SPOKEN IN OUR HALLWAYS

ANNUAL FUND DRIVE RAISED
$98,114
Thank you for making our community a better place to live, play, & grow!

ST. PAUL JCC 2015 DONORS

PILLARS OF THE JCC $5,000 +

Estelle Cynthia Maren Cohen Rhoda and Donald Mans

JCC BENEFACTORS $1,000 - $4,999

Anonymous
Carrie and Jerrold Bader
Sandy and Gary Bloom
Karen Blumberg and Daniel Rischall
Stephanie and Michael Chaus
Bruce Fink
Barb Frey and Howard Orenstein
Molly and Ken Garelick
Cindy and Michael Garr
Cristiana Giordano and David Kristal
Karen and Fred Gordon
Myra and Roger Greenberg
Sara and Dan Greenberg
Steven Greenberg
Lynn Johnson Family Foundation
Sandy and Brian Kamin
Jennifer and Robert Kaplan
Nancy Karasov
Cheryl Kristal
Elaine and Howard Kuretsky
Nancy and Allen Levine
Stephanie and Jimmy Levine
Magpie Madden
Susan and Mark O’Leary
Marvin Pertzik
Ruth Rischall
Wendy and Steve Rubin
Polly and Michael Saxon
Schuler Shoes
Rox and You Segal
Anna Scherer and Gary Kravitz
Michelle and Steve Shaller
Dianne and Lighthorn Siegel
Joan and Michael Silverman
Teri and Tom Skadron
Diane and Richard Smookler
Candra and Robert Olsenz
Erich and Michael Waldman
Judy and Peter Wolf
Patrick Zimmerman

JCC SUSTAINERS $500 - $999

Anonymous
Wendy and Steve Baldegger
Judi Belzer and Jerry Waldman
Lisa and Alan Cedron
Robert Boyce and Tom Cytron-Hysom
Linda Cohen
Dori Denelle
Haddie Derceneh
Betty and Ron Ellis
Nancy Fushan
Barbara and Steven Godes
Joe and Jason Grai
Raleigh and Hart Johnson
Phyllis Karasov and Alan Olinstein
Jean King and Stuart Applebaum
Marion and Gary Klein
Harriet Levy
Thomas Lewis
William Lipschutz
Kathy and Marc Manderscheid
Julie and Robert Mast
Mildred Miller
Gerald Porthoy
Andrew Rapaport
Jodi and Dan Saltzman
Emily and Daniel Shapiro
Katherine and Jeffrey Tane
Maded and Peter Wilton
Marsha Zimmerman

GOLD CIRCLE $250 - $499

Marci and Robert Adar
Anonymous
Unknown
Connie Barry Foundation
Joy Bartsher
Cheryl and George Bier
Gail and Steve Brand
Holly and Jon Brod Farber
Joan Cleary and Jerry Halford
Jennifer and Joel Denerholz
James Dockman
Michael Dorner
Debbie Goldberg
Laurie and Bruce Goldfarb
Kari Hartigan-Zahn and Steve Zahn
Emily Lagace and John Faughnan
Barbie Levine and Sara Lynn
Newberger
Carolyn Levy and Sheldon Berkowitz
Allie Markman and Mark Devine
Moses-Zirkles Family
Wendy and Tim Oskey
Robin and Jon Parritz
Larry Raszach
Karen and Paul Schanfien
Sharon Schrantz
Andrea and Jeff Siegel
Nancy Skadron
Rachel and Adam Spilker
Vicki and Lloyd Stern
Karen Wahnmanhorn
Mary and David Davarick
Barb and Gerald Wildes

SILVER CIRCLE $100 - $249

Bovale and Alvin Abrahamson
Sandy and Edward Abrahamson
Elaine and Mark Adelman
Terry Aylewne
Anonymous
Naomi and Neil Arnold
Jennifer and Paul Bagdade
Thomas Baumgartner
Sharon Benhamman and John Allen
Kathryn and Ronald Bennett
Alyssa and Doug Berg
Ami Berger and Brian Lindeman
Paula and Don Bernstein
Tammy and Carl Birnberg
Cathy and Edward Boller
Sheila and David Brod
Lisa Cap
Nicole and Jack Chase
Mary-Louise and Bradley Clayre
Joanne and George Clemens
Susan Cohen
Janet and Michael Cohen
Christy and Gary Danisch
Davion Family
Stacy and Michael Dockman
Paula Douthy
Joan and Watson Fearing
Carla and George Feldhauer
Jackie and Ted Flaim
Donna and Susan Forbes
Margo and David Fox
Barbara Frame
Barbara Frey and Howard Orenstein
Deborah and Thomas Fristenberg
Janet Gabor
Sandy and Neal Galt
Lucille and Burt Galt
Rose and Loren Geller
Joline Gillo and Steven Miles
Ekaterina and Eugene Glogman
Jan and Barry Godes
Lorin and Scott Godes
Lynn and Scott Gold
Kimberly and Roger Gliffler
Olga and Robert Grun
Dov Gold
Renato and Linda Loevenstein
Mary Lundergson and David Johnson
Randy Johnson
Shelley Johnson
Kristine and Martin Johnston
Harold Katz
Judith and Brian Krasnow
Paul Langeness
Janet and Charles Leavitt
Erika Leffon and Marlena Steiner
Lisa and Mark Lerman
Adam Lerner
Yelia Lynfield
Ellen Mack and Thomas Bates
Linda Marx
Judith and Todd Marshall
Ethel Mayeron
Jodi and Michael Meulhan
Gary Meheban
Lois Meheban
Michelle and Jay Montpelit
Nina and Gordon Moser
Rosanne Nathanson
Katharine and Eric Newman
Wendy Nemitz
Blain Noddel
Mary Noeddel and Corey Kirshenbaum
Elizabeth and Patrick Nunally
Celeste Odobell
Jocqueline Pastor
Linda and Robert Perry
Anna Marie Piccolo
Lori Ricke and James Dunn
Jan and Sherman Ringer
Gail and Joel Roberts
Andrea and Robert Merrill Peters
Stuart Sanders
Laura and Jonathan Savin
Bernadette and James Scheib
Lisa and Dan Schibel
Corale Schlesener
John, Sandra, and Sandy Schlesinger
Marlene and Michael Schonenberg
Penny Schumacher
Rosemary and Raymond Sevett
Edith Naomi Smith
Marilyn Smith
Flora and David and Richard Scholl
Sue and Pete Stein
Elaine and Stuart Steinman
Lucille Sukalo
Marilyn and Morgan Tamsky
Susan and Lorin Tapel
Carol Tauer
Susan and Bill Tovella
Caroline and Richard Thompson
Ryvella and William Tilner
Myra and Phil Toconita
Kim Todd
Sharon and William Torodor
Linda and Thomas Troske
Jackie and Jim Trucker
Harriet and Arnold Uzem
Ilana and Edward Voldarsky
Mary Wagner and William Moore
Tracie and Jeffrey Ward
Karen Wilson and Prattik Joshi
Catherine Barnett Wilson and
Stephen Wilson
Jean Wilson
Valerie Wolf

FRIENDS OF THE J $36 - $99

Anonymous
Anonymous
Judith and Harvey Arbit
Debra Asplund and Paul Padtrakiz
Barthofimov Family
Sally and Peter Beagan
Nechama and Zalman Bendet
Lidy and Isaac Berg
Sima and Igor Bliyakher
Irina Braginsky
McKenzie Brink
Richard Burman
Sharon and Marvin Cohan
Jean Dick and Theodore Collins
Lynette and Paul Eastwell
Kenneth Epstein
Cammi Evans
Barbara and Thomas Fontana
Eileen Garelick
Haji Gasimov
Sieglinde Gassman
Jacob Golzman
Rebecca and Robert Golfman
Amy and Michael Goldberg
Lenore and Shale Golep
Allya and Barry Golob
Jeanne and Neil Goodspeed
Carolyn and Frank Gordon
Jessica and Brent Griffith
Nancy Harold
Mary and Saul Hartman
Judith Brin Ingber and Jerome Ingber
Janet and Stanley Jacobson
Norita Dittbener Jax and Eugene Jax
Brad Jolson
Susan and Richard Kalikoff
Evelyn and Melvin Kamin
Peri Karas
Kathleen Kelley
Regina Klachko
Chana Kupetz and Avi Strausberg
Muriel and Lew Lachter
Yol and Leon Levit
Rachel and Michael Lewine
Elta Linsen
Katharine and Stephen Lister
Susan and Michael Madden
Suzanne and Howard Malmsie
Leslie Martin and Fred Hauselker
Pixie Martin and Jay Erstling
Barbara Pollard
Florie and Robert Marvy
Linda Passon-McNally and Bernie McNally
Ronald Miller
Lindsay Nauen and Richard Weil
Lois Newberger
Suzanne Newell and Pedro Rojas
Lida and Vladimir Osipchuk
Fira and Simon Ostrer
Valentina Panchenko and Leonid Davidan
Celia and Dimitry Perelman
Elvira Rodnyanskaya
Karen and Jay Rosen
Bernice Rosten
Lila and Douglas Rowley
Mary and David Ruskoff
Danielle Salus and Herman Westreich
Victoria Sandberg
Fern and David Sanders
Sheva and Tom Sanders
Roberta and Jack Schiffman
Shirley Shenostia
Serafina and Vitaly Shumlovsky
Yelta and Jerome Simon
Mary and Harry Skinner
David Spiczynsky
Brielle and Philip Stoyke
Janet Tobin
Marie and Richard Tschida
Boris and Gregory Vinnik
Lisa and Kevin Walker
Peg and Doug Wanensteg
Rachel and Joseph Westermeyer
Shirley and Frank Windisch
Eran and Zenobiuk-Kirshwaday

UNDER $36

Anonymous
Lyubov Abramovich
Arlene and Murray Appelbaum
Savva Balayan
Elin Baldey
Betsy Baumgarten
Dorlos Bendeleva
Balth Bhide
Nancy Brown
Meg and Jerry Castle
Raechele and Christopher Caufield
Ninel Cherikova
Ann Marie Conroy and Douglas Stone
Jacqueline Cosgrove
Stephanie Curtis and Michael Tortorelli
Barbara Kaster
Joanella Ratta
Toni De Rosier and Jerome Hertley
Bela Deresz
Kathleen and Jonathan Essenthal
Jessica and Jeremy Fine
Daryl Devos
Shuleyma Ginzburg and Natalya Nagovitsina
Arthur and Arnold Gold
Cooke and Frank Gordon
Leo Goubeaux
Marsha Hargreaves and Charles Prokop
Barbara and Fred Hirskom
Anne Hope
Pamela and James Kahn
Talitana Kan
Rozita and Veniamin Kaniwetsky
Barbara Kaster
Yevgenia and Leonid Khat
Rozalia Khat
Audrey Kopges
Asia Kogan
Eila Kordysh
Becca and Jon Kraskins
Seymour Leventhal
Elta Linsen
Jason Lyons
Sarah and Angela Marasigan
Anne and Patrick Marso
Carol McCarthy
Gertruda and Yefim Milshayan
Sue and Nadler
Liana Oronova and Boris Khordashovka
Ina and Howard Pfeifer
Barbara Pollard
Ida Rapoport
Bonnie Resnick and Alan Malvezet
Jo and John Retter
Marie Shashok
Anne and Michael Riecker
Phyllis and Lloyd Robinson
Victoria Rozinova and Grennady Rozinov
Evie and Ralph Ruebner
Walter Schwarz
Emma Shteyn
Amy and Troy Sinykin
Arkady Sokolovskiy
Barbara and Crosby Sommers
Anna Spektor
David Spicynsky
Cheryl Toenjes and Brian Kroener
Annette and Robb Truda
Marcella and Viliam Kogan
Alisa and Viliam Kogan
Alisa and Viliam Kogan
Alla Valdberg
Eugenia Valdberg
Jane Vaynerman
Yuliya Verenyh
Sofiya Vidgorovich
Yelena Vidgorovich
Victor Vital
Diane Wallace-Reid
Jami Vaynerman
Vera and John Wenzel
Deborah Wexler
Chloe Wiggan
Ester and Harvey Winthrop
Neil Yarmo
Marianne Zamansky
Anna Zelenyuk
**MISSION**

We strengthen the Greater St. Paul community by nurturing physical, intellectual, social and spiritual growth in an inclusive environment defined by Jewish values and culture.

**VISION**

The St. Paul JCC continues to be a vibrant, engaged, and thriving community center welcoming a diverse and expanding membership. The JCC will create new and unique ways for members and the community to experience, appreciate, deepen, and enrich their connection to contemporary Jewish culture. The Center will recognize and embrace change to meet emerging needs, imagining the possible, within and beyond its walls.

**VALUES**

Kavod - Respect for one another
Kehillah - Community
L’dor V’dor - Connections at all stages of life
Ha’ashara - Enriching the Mind/Body/Spirit
Hitz’tayinut - Excellence
Hemshechiyut - Sustainability

---

The St. Paul JCC is a beneficiary agency of the Jewish Federation of Greater St. Paul and is associated with Greater Twin Cities United Way and JCC Association of North America.